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 Worst case execution time (WCET) estimation by static analyzers is being 

investigated with keen interest in view of their importance in designing 

applications for embedded systems that have real- time requirements. Recent 

work reported on improving precision of estimates of WCET of 

multithreaded programs, by improving precision of shared instruction cache 

analysis, shows significant improvement in WCET estimates. An abstraction 

of a multithreaded program as Hoare’s communicating sequential processes 

(CSP) specification program is realized to enable higher precision in micro-

architectural modelling unit of WCET analyzer of multithreaded programs. 

A thread is viewed as a composition of CSP. The WCET of a thread may be 

viewed as dependent on WCET of processes in a thread and in turn WCET 

of each process is the WCET of the sub-graph of basic block nodes in the 

process. Corresponding CSP in interacting threads, based on calls to 

synchronization primitives wait and notify, generate shared cache 

interferences to the process in a thread whose WCET is being estimated by 

the analyzer. A detailed study of how partitioning of a thread into processes 

yields higher reduction in WCET is performed on benchmark programs. 

Furthermore, which processes in a thread yield higher reduction in WCET is 

performed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Multicore processors started dominating the domain of general-purpose computing and embedded 

systems as single core processors reached their power limit. Multicore processors are the key component for the 

design of embedded systems because of their high performance, low cost and low power consumption. In real 

time computing, the timing requirements of programs need to be satisfied in addition to functional requirements. 

Therefore, real time systems must verify their timing requirements using verification or static timing analysis 

tools [1]. A static timing analysis tool uses an abstract model of the program to compute safe worst case 

execution time (WCET). The estimated WCET by static timing analysis tool shall be greater than or equal to 

actual WCET to ensure safety, by considering program flow and micro-architectural features such as shared 

cache, shared bus and branch prediction [1]. At the same time, improving the precision of statically estimated 

WCET is a challenge as the best possible approximation of dynamic state of interactions in architecture have to 

be approximated by simulator. Higher precision keeps the estimated WCET as close as possible to the actual 

WCET statically.  

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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WCET analysis for sequential programs is well-studied [1]-[3] and it is complex to determine 

WCET of a given thread due to dynamic sharing of resources (shared cache, shared bus) between threads 

running on the cores. Threads communicate through shared memory and synchronize actions on shared data 

using critical sections. To estimate WCET, an abstract view of the multithreaded program having calls to 

synchronization primitives is required. A multithreaded program is seen as sequential computations that 

communicate with each other using calls to synchronization primitives. This is realized by transforming a 

multithreaded program into an equivalent Hoare's communicating sequential processes (CSP) specification 

program [4]. The main differences between WCET analysis of a sequential program and a multithreaded 

program are in accounting for time estimates of shared resources by threads (or cores) such as shared 

instruction cache.  

Execution of a program task or thread on a core may encounter latency, for example, due to 

interferences resulting in removal of the required bytes of memory, from shared instruction cache, being 

accessed by a competing task or thread on another core. The current state of the art [3] indicates that the 

interferences or conflicts for an instruction in a task running on a core is from the entire program region of 

tasks running on other cores. A challenge in precise WCET estimate of execution time of an instruction in a 

thread, statically, while using shared instruction cache, is to model, as precisely as possible, the set of 

interferences from other threads (or cores). Li et al. [5], a timing analysis of concurrent programs is proposed 

to derive partial order for tasks that is based on send and receive messages and the paper does not discuss 

about WCET of multithreaded programs. A progressive refinement of the cost of execution of tasks, by 

iterating and identifying interferences between tasks for shared cache analysis, is employed [5]. In contrast, 

[6] first applies a novel interference partitioning algorithm that partitions range of interferences from entire 

thread into sub-ranges or partitions of interferences to improve the precision in worst case latency 

computation in accessing an instruction by a thread. 

Potop-Butucaru and Puaut [7], during micro-architecture modelling phase communication edges 

between threads are introduced but in [8] the program flow analysis phase creates an abstraction of a 

multithreaded program as CSP specification, identifies the communication edges among threads, and collects 

dependency information. Touzeau et al. [9], memory accesses are classified as always hit (AH), always miss 

(AM) and unclassified (U). The developed model checker refines the unclassified memory blocks as AH or 

AM. Touzeau et al. [9] assumes that every instruction requires the same number of memory bytes, which is 

an unrealistic assumption. Ozaktas et al. [10], WCET of a parallel program is analyzed. The execution time 

of the program is the execution time of the longest running thread. Ozaktas et al. [10] considers a simple 

architecture, in which execution time of each instruction is a single clock cycle and for memory access, extra 

latency is configured and the issues in shared cache analysis are not addressed. Kelter and Marwedel [11], the 

problem addressed is that in multi-core systems, certain interleavings can never occur by properly analyzing 

shared resource accesses by tasks. This information can make WCET analysis of tasks precise and feasible. 

Carle and Cassé [12] extracts the instructions that can potentially cause or suffer from timing interferences. 

The extracted instruction separates the real time tasks into a sequence of time intervals. An integer linear 

programming (ILP) solver schedules the sequence of time intervals to minimize the make span time of the 

program. Worst case interference placement (WCIP) approach discussed in [13] results in reduction in the 

number of interferences because the effect of same interferences is not considered for all the shared cache 

hits. Therefore, a larger number of shared cache accesses are classified as hits. It is reported that ILP based 

approach to interference placement does not scale well for larger programs. Puaut et al. [14] compiler 

optimization that results in lower WCET is explored.  

Dharishini and Murthy [6] and Dharishini and Murthy [8], an approach to reduce the set of 

interferences from an interacting thread during the execution of an instruction in a given thread is proposed. 

Parallel processes and competing processes in threads of program are identified based on the partial order 

information derived between interacting threads. The reduction, of interferences to shared instruction cache, 

is to a smaller group of instructions in a thread, termed a parallel process. The multicore chronos simulator is 

extended to incorporate parallel processes and competing processes enabling reduction in conflicts or 

interferences to shared instruction cache resulting in more precise WCET estimates. 20%-30% reduction in 

WCET estimates is observed using the implemented static analyzer. However, in Dharishini and Murthy [6] 

and [8], a detailed study of the simulation of benchmark programs is not carried out to pinpoint the processes 

and in particular basic blocks in sub-graphs of processes that generate interferences to shared instruction 

cache leading to eviction of instruction being accessed from the shared instruction cache by a thread. An 

attacking process (or set of such processes) that is/are larger than the current process(es) in the currently 

active thread evict(s) the currently required instruction from shared instruction cache with a higher 

probability. This is is experimentally observed during the simulation of benchmark programs. Another 

contribution is that in contrast with the work reported in [6] and [8] which only report simulation results on 

MPMD programs, current work performs transformation of single program multiple data (SPMD) 

multithreaded programs into Hoare’s CSP and runs simulation results on SPMD benchmark programs. The 
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results are generalized for different types of applications: fork/join, SPMD and multiple program multiple 

data stream (MPMD).  

The main contributions of this paper are:  

− Characterization of benchmark programs is performed in terms of the conditions under which our 

method results in a shared instruction cache hit whereas existing methods such as in [3] encounter a 

shared instruction miss. 

− The WCET of a thread is viewed as dependent on WCET of processes in a thread and in turn WCET of 

each process is the WCET of the sub-graph of basic block nodes in the process. This view enables us to 

study in this paper not only macroscopic differences in WCET estimates at the level of a thread between 

our approach and the approach in [3] but also the microscopic differences in WCET estimates or shared 

instruction cache misses at different levels of granularity, process, basic block and finally at the level of 

an individual instruction. The study indicates that in our method the WCET of any arbitrary instruction I 

in a thread is less than or equal to that in the method used in [3]. This is not only observed in simulation 

of benchmark programs but also is proven using a theoretical argument. 

− An algorithm for transformation of a multithreaded program to Hoare’s CSP is designed to enable 

identification of parallel processes that compete with each other to access shared instruction cache.  

− To show, WCET of a Thread computed using interference partition (IP) algorithm is always lesser than 

or equal to WCET of a Thread computed using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach [3], assuming that 

worst case execution time contribution from all other architectural units other than shared instruction 

cache are equal in both the approaches. 

 

 

2. OVERVIEW OF STATIC WCET ANALYZER FOR MULTITHREADED PROGRAMS  

The main goal of a static analyzer [8] that estimates the WCET of a multithreaded program is to 

analyze the input program and to perform required transformations so that statically measured execution time 

is as close as possible to the actual execution time of the program, when actually run. A static analyzer, 

shown in Figure 1 that works for different programming languages such as Java threads or POSIX threads is 

designed and implemented. Dharishini and Murthy [8], “Each thread (Ti) in a multithreaded program is 

viewed as a composition of sequential and parallel processes, communicating with processes in other threads 

and if there are n threads in a multithreaded program, n threads are viewed as n communicating sequential 

processes (CSP) [4]”.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Overview of static WCET analyzer of multithreaded program 

 

 

3. TRANSFORMATION OF MULTITHREADED PROGRAM TO COMMUNICATING 

SEQUENTIAL PROCESS SPECIFICATION  

An appropriate abstract view of the multithreaded program that facilitates the static analyzer that 

performs WCET computation with all the information required about the order of computations in threads, 

concurrency or parallel execution of computations in thread is created. The abstraction of the program is best 

provided by viewing the multithreaded program as an equivalent Hoare’s CSP specification [6]. Each thread 

(Tk) in a multithreaded program is viewed as a composition of parallel and sequential processes, 

communicating with parallel or sequential processes in other threads. The POSIX synchronization/ 

communication calls or barrier synchronization primitives between threads are transformed into CSP calls to 
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receive ()/send () or equivalent synchronization primitives. Intra thread partial order information that is 

derived from a multithreaded program is based on the happens before relation [15]. The multithreaded 

program along with CFG of each thread is provided as input to the Algorithm 1 that emits inter-thread partial 

order information. 

 

Algorithm 1. To emit partial order information from input multithreaded program 

Input: Control flow graph (CFG) of each thread  

Output: Set of tuples indicating happens before relation between intra-thread and inter-thread 

synchronization nodes (for each thread) 

− Step 1: Let n1, n2, n3, .. nk be the sequence of nodes then, the partial order information is n1 < n2 < n3 … 

<nk. Partial order information is essentially based on happen-before relation between nodes in the CFG 

of a multithreaded program. Basic block nodes containing instructions are viewed as events of 

execution of nodes leading to corresponding CSP process transitions.  

− Step 2: Based on the equivalent synchronization calls to send () and receive (), inter-thread partial order 

information is derived from multithreaded program. Partial order information emitted is receive node in 

a thread < corresponding send node in the interacting thread. CSP specification transformer generates 

CSP processes of the multithreaded program that identifies parallel processes [8] and synchronized 

parallel processes. 

 

Algorithm 2, transforms the multithreaded program into communicating sequential process (CSP) program 

specification equivalent to input multithreaded program based on the partial order information emitted by 

Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 2: To transform multithreaded program to communicating sequential processes 

Input: Partial order information of multithreaded program and CFG of each thread of multithreaded program 

Output: Communicating Sequential Process (CSP) program specification equivalent to input multithreaded 

program 

A start process (P0) is assumed at the start node of the CFG of each thread. The start node is denoted as P0. 

The transformation rules are: 

Rule1: 

If the next node ni is a computation node (i.e. an event or basic block node), neither a synchronization call 

node nor a decision node, in that case  

Pi <ni> -> Pi+1 (Pi accepts basic block node ni as an event transitioning to process Pi+1 on its execution) 

Rule 2:  

If the next node ni is a conditional node, in that case  

P (if Ec then Et else Ef ) -> P Et, if Ec 

P (if Ec then Et else Ef ) -> P Ef, if !Ec 

Rule 3: 

If the node is receive () (Inter- thread communication primitive) then the transformation rule is 

Pi <receive> -> Preceive 

Similarly, If the node is send () (Inter- thread communication primitive) then the transformation rule is 

Pi <send> -> Psend 

Similarly, If the node is barrier synchronization primitive, then the transformation rule is 

Pi <barrier node i> -> Pbarrier reached where <barrier node i > is the node in Pi just preceding the barrier. 

End 

Figure 2 shows the general structure of a SPMD multithreaded program (taken from Malardalen 

benchmarks [16]) having medium loop size and accessing large amount of data. Each thread initializes its 

own portion of data and performs computation on the initialized data and waits for all the threads to complete 

the computation on the initialized data. Threads communicate using send () and receive () communication 

primitives or through barrier synchronization. For the SPMD program in Figure 2(a), its corresponding 

Message sequence chart (MSC) and CSP representation are shown in Figure 2(b). Each of the child threads 

and main thread initializes its own portion of data and performs computation on its initialized data. Threads 

wait at the barrier for the completion of all other threads. Figure 3 shows control flow graph of initialize 

function of multithreaded program. Figures 3(a) and (b) show the initialize function and CSP representation 

of the initialize function where basic block nodes act as events of the CSP transitions. 

 

3.1.  Micro-architectural modelling 

To estimate WCET of CSP processes, various units of the underlying computer components used 

for their execution, need to be considered. In order to model shared instruction cache, most of the research 

efforts consider interferences, from all instructions of an interacting thread or from the entire code, while an 
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instruction in a thread is being executed, statically. Dharishini and Murthy [8], “interfering region of code in 

an interacting (competing) thread is reduced by considering interferences to shared instruction cache only 

from the relevant maximal region of code in the interacting thread running concurrently with an instruction 

under execution in a thread and such interfering maximal regions of code in threads are identified by defining 

synchronized parallel processes, parallel processes, concurrent partitions in threads and list of concurrent 

partition pairs of a given thread”.  

“A synchronized parallel process is defined with respect to two interacting threads. The interaction 

is based on synchronization using calls to send () and receive (). The instructions in the two threads between 

a consecutive pair of calls to send () or receive () is a pair of interacting synchronized parallel processes. As 

special cases, in one or both of the threads, start node of a thread to its first call to send, receive call pair in 

two interacting threads may be regarded as synchronized parallel process(es). Similarly, send, receive call 

pair to end of one or both threads may be regarded as synchronized parallel process(es). Parallel processes 

refer not only to synchronized parallel processes specifically introduced to improve the precision of WCET 

analysis with reference to shared instruction cache but also other parallel processes that arise based on partial 

order information in multithreaded programs”. 

Figure 4 shows the CSP representation of SPMD program with CSP processes identified. All the 

CSP processes from n threads have to reach the barrier before they proceed and barrier process keeps track of 

the arrival of all the processes and once all the processes arrive, it issues the proceed messages [17].  

Based on identified synchronized parallel processes and parallel processes, the list of concurrent 

partition pairs, concurrent partitions and competing processes (P, -) for each parallel processes are 

constructed as shown in Table 1. 

WCET of each basic block is computed by considering the interferences from the corresponding 

competing processes. The interference partition algorithm computes set of interferences for each instruction 

in a basic block by considering the interferences from the corresponding competing processes from the 

interacting threads. The analyzer computes the worst case latency of accessing each instruction in Thread (T) 

by updating shared instruction cache based on the set of interferences from competing processes. The WCET 

of each basic blocki (Ci) is computed by including latencies of all instructions in the basic block. To 

determine worst case latency of accessing instructions in thread T in the presence of shared instruction cache 

and to compute (Ci), interference partition (IP) algorithm is proposed and implemented. The WCET estimates 

of each process and thread are computed using the cost-coefficients, computed for basic block nodes, in the 

integer linear programming formulation to maximize the WCET of the process (or thread). 

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 2. SPMD Program, (a) C-code of SPMD program and (b) MSC of SPMD program 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 3. Control flow graphs of threads, (a) generation of structural and functional constraints and  

(b) state model view of communicating sequential processes specification of a C-function 
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Figure 4. CSP Representation of SPMD Program with identified parallel processes 

 

 

Table 1. Competing processes for each identified parallel process 
List of concurrent partition 

pairs (PTi, PTj) 

Concurrent Partition Pairs 

List of concurrent 

partition pairs 

(PT0, PT1) 

[(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 -> …-> Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_1 -> P1_1 -> P2_1-> P3_1 -> P4_1 ->… ->Pm_1 ->Pbarrier ), 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> …-> Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_1 -> Ps+1_1 -> Ps+2_1-> Ps+3_1 -> Ps+4_1 -> … ->Pt_1->Pbarrier ) ] 

List of concurrent 

partition pairs 

(PT0, PTn) 

[(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 -> … -> Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_n -> P1_n -> P2_n-> P3_n -> P4_n ->… -> Pm_n ->Pbarrier ), 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> … ->Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_n -> Ps+1_n -> Ps+2_n-> Ps+3_n -> Ps+4_n -> …-> Pt_n->Pbarrier ) ] 

Concurrent 

Partitions (PT1) 

{[(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 -> … -> Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_1 -> P1_1 -> P2_1-> P3_1 -> P4_1 ->… -> Pm_1 ->Pbarrier ), 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> … ->Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_1 -> Ps+1_1 -> Ps+2_1-> Ps+3_1 -> Ps+4_1 -> … ->Pt_1->Pbarrier ) ], … 

[(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 ->… -> Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_n -> P1_n -> P2_n-> P3_n -> P4_n ->… Pm_n ->Pbarrier ), 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> … -> Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_n -> Ps+1_n -> Ps+2_n-> Ps+3_n -> Ps+4_n -> … Pt_n->Pbarrier ) ]} 

CompetingProcesses (P0_0 -> 

P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 ->… -

>Pm_0 ->Pbarrier ) 

(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 ->… ->Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_1 -> P1_1 -> P2_1-> P3_1 -> P4_1 ->… ->Pm_1 ->Pbarrier ) … 

(P0_0 -> P1_0 -> P2_0-> P3_0 -> P4_0 ->… ->Pm_0 ->Pbarrier , 

P0_n -> P1_n -> P2_n-> P3_n -> P4_n ->… ->Pm_n ->Pbarrier ) 

CompetingProcesses (Ps_0 -> 

Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 

-> …-> Pt_0->Pbarrier ) 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> … ->Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_1 -> Ps+1_1 -> Ps+2_1-> Ps+3_1 -> Ps+4_1 -> … ->Pt_1->Pbarrier ) … 

(Ps_0 -> Ps+1_0 -> Ps+2_0-> Ps+3_0 -> Ps+4_0 -> … -> Pt_0->Pbarrier , 

(Ps_n -> Ps+1_n -> Ps+2_n-> Ps+3_n -> Ps+4_n -> … -> Pt_n->Pbarrier ) 

 

 

3.2.  Interference partition algorithm 

Interference partition (IP) algorithm, a part of micro-architectural modelling statically executes each 

instruction in a multithreaded program making required measurements such as latency in accessing 

instructions, in clock cycles. The steps in IP algorithm are as follows: 

− 884eIdentify all parallel processes and synchronized parallel processes for all threads (Ti), based on 

synchronization/communication primitives. 

− Construct list of concurrent partition pairs in the order of processes in Thread Ti for all parallel 

processes.  

− Construct set of concurrent partitions where set is union of list of concurrent partition pairs.  

− Identify CompetingProcesses(P), set of Concurrent pairs of the form (P,-), where ‘–‘ indicates any 

parallel process that is parallel to P in another thread. 
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− Associate each instruction in process P with all instructions in each member of CompetingProcesses(P) 

which can cause shared instruction cache interferences 

Interference partition (IP) algorithm, a part of micro-architectural modelling statically executes each 

instruction in a multithreaded program making required measurements such as latency in accessing 

instructions, in clock cycles. The IP algorithm considers the concurrent partitions of each thread and keeps 

track of the parallel processes. Micro-architectural modelling, being aware of competing processes, is able to 

generate a reduced set of interferences from an interacting thread to an instruction in a thread, in contrast 

with other approaches reported [1], [18]-[20].  

 

3.3.  WCET computation 

The program under analysis is represented as CFG, a directed graph whose nodes are basic blocks 

and an edge connects two basic blocks if the two basic blocks are in sequence or call to function or in case of 

branches. An ILP variable is associated with each basic block and edges to represent the number of times the 

basic block and edges are executed. Let xi be the variable associated with BBi to represent the execution 

count of BBi, and dk be the variable associated with the edges to BBi. The execution count of the basic block 

is equal to the sum of incoming edges to the basic block and sum of the outgoing edges from the basic block 

[21] as in (1).  

 

BBi: ∑ dk, BBi = xi = ∑ BBi, dk (1) 

 

The control flow of multithreaded program is captured as structural constraints and functional 

constraints and Figure 3(a) shows structural and functional constraints of initialization function of SPMD 

benchmark. The worst case execution cost of each basic block nodem or eventm (Cm) is the output of the 

micro-architectural modelling. The WCET of each basic block (Cm) is composed to get WCET of the each 

parallel processes (sub-graph of CFG) and WCET of parallel processes are composed to obtain overall 

WCET entire multithreaded program. Given the constant Cm and variable Nm, the execution time of a parallel 

process Pk_j corresponding to thread (Tj) may be expressed as in (2). 

 

Worst case Execution Timek_j= Σm Cm * Nm. (2) 

 

The ILP variable Nm denotes the number of times eventm in CSP process k is executed and Cm, the 

worst execution cost or time of each event (basic block) in process k is obtained from the micro-architectural 

modelling. The worst case execution time of thread j is obtained by composing the computed worst case 

execution time of all CSP processes. It is also proved theoretically that WCET computed using IP algorithm 

is always lesser than or equal to WCET computed using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach [3] under the 

assumption that the contribution from other architectural parameters are equal in both approaches.  

Lemma 1: WCET of a Thread using IP algorithm<=WCET of a Thread using Hardy, Piquet and 

Puaut approach, assuming that worst case execution time contribution from all other architectural units other 

than shared instruction cache are equal in both the approaches. Let MP be a multi-threaded program. 

WCET(MP) using interference Partitioning algorithm is always less than or equal to WCET(MP) without 

using interference partitioning algorithm. WCET(MP) using Interference Partitioning algorithm <= WCET(MP) without using 

Interference Partitioning algorithm 

Proof: to prove that WCET (MP) using Interference Partitioning algorithm<=WCET(MP) without using Interference 

Partitioning algorithm, we prove that WCET(of each thread T) using interference partitioning algorithm is less than 

or equal to that without using the algorithm. To prove the above for each thread T, we prove that worst case 

latency (WCL), of accessing an instruction I in a thread T from shared instruction cache, using interference 

partitioning algorithm is always less then or equal to that without using the interference partitioning 

algorithm. 

That is, WCL (accessing I in T) using interference partitioning algorithm<=WCL (accessing I in T) 

without using interference partitioning algorithm. For any instruction in a basic block, the set of interferences 

from competing threads using IP algorithm is a subset of the interferences without using the algorithm.  

− Case 1: the currently accessed instruction by thread T is present in shared instruction cache. If IP 

algorithm is used, the probability of eviction of instruction I from shared cache is smaller than the 

alternative in which IP algorithm is not used. Therefore, worst case latency in accessing an instruction 

from a shared instruction cache using IP algorithm will be less than that without using the algorithm. 

− Case 2: the currently accessed instruction by thread T is not present in shared instruction cache (not 

present in L1 cache either). The instruction has to be fetched from RAM both when the IP algorithm is 

used and when it is not. Therefore, worst case latency in accessing an instruction using IP algorithm will 

be equal to that without using the algorithm. 
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− Case 3: The currently accessed instruction by thread T is present in L1 cache itself. Therefore, worst 

case latency in accessing an instruction using IP algorithm will be equal to that without using the 

algorithm. 

− Considering all the three cases mentioned above, WCL (accessing I in T) using interference partitioning 

algorithm<=WCL (accessing I in T) without using interference partitioning algorithm. 

The above is true for all instructions in a basic block. Assuming less than or equal relation for (worst 

case) execution time contribution from all other architectural units other than shared instruction cache, 

WCET of an instruction using IP Algorithm<=WCET of an instruction using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut 

approach. Sum of worst case latencies of all instructions in a basic block is less than or equal to the sum of 

worst case latencies of all instructions using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach. Assuming less than or equal 

worst case execution time contribution from all other architectural units, other than shared instruction cache, 

WCET of a Basic block using IP algorithm<=WCET of a basic block using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut 

approach. A process in IP algorithm approach is a sub-graph of basic block nodes. The sum of worst case 

latencies of instructions in a sub-graph corresponding to a process using IP algorithm is always less than or 

equal to the sum of worst case latencies of the instructions in the corresponding sub-graphs in Hardy, Piquet 

and Puaut approach. Assuming less than or equal worst case execution time contribution from other 

architectural units besides shared instruction cache, WCET of a process (sub-graph) using IP 

algorithm<=WCET of the corresponding sub-graph in Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach. The process (sub-

graph) in the case of IP algorithm is actually the same as the corresponding sub-graph in Hardy, Piquet and 

Puaut approach. As a consequence, sum of the WCET estimates of sub-graphs corresponding to processes in 

a thread T using IP algorithm is less than or equal to the sum of WCET estimates of corresponding sub-

graphs in Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach. The above implies that the same inequality holds for the entire 

thread. Hence the lemma is proven. This is observed experimentally also through simulator runs on 

benchmark programs. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Multicore chronos WCET analyzer [22] is used to show empirically that WCET of a thread 

computed using IP algorithm is always less than or equal to WCET of thread computed using Hardy, Piquet 

and Puaut approach. Interference partitioning (IP) algorithm is incorporated into multicore chronos tool to 

simulate shared instruction cache behavior. A number of benchmark programs from Malardalen WCET 

benchmark suite [16] are executed using the simulator. Our algorithm yields more precise WCET estimates 

and the approach is validated empirically on benchmark programs. A unique core is assigned to each thread 

of the benchmark programs. IP algorithm mainly focuses on the impact of shared instruction cache on 

estimation of WCET and for every shared cache miss caused due to interferences, a fixed miss penalty is 

assumed [23]. The simulator accounts for instruction execution cycle that includes pipelining and branch 

prediction as well. Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach [3] which considers the effect of interferences on all 

shared cache hits is used to compare the WCET obtained using IP algorithm. The benchmark program 

reported shows SPMD style parallelism.  

Micro-architectural modelling computes WCET of each basic blocki (Ci) by considering the 

interferences from the corresponding competing processes. Based on Lemma 1, for any instruction in a basic 

block, the set of interferences using IP algorithm is a subset of the interferences using Hardy, Piquet and 

Puaut approach. Therefore, worst case latency in accessing an instruction from a shared instruction cache 

using IP algorithm is always less than or equal to using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach theoretically. The 

observation is made empirically as discussed below. The worst case latencies of all instructions in basic 

blocks are composed to form WCET of each basic block in both the approaches as shown in Figure 5. Figure 

5(a) shows WCET of basic blocks for both the approaches using IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut 

method by considering latency while accessing shared instruction cache. It is clear that the estimated worst 

case execution time of basic blocks are not equal in both the approaches. In fact, it is often found that WCET 

of a basic block using IP approach is less than that using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach. The difference in 

execution time is mainly due to reduction in latency in accessing instructions using IP algorithm incorporated 

into the micro-architectural model. Figure 5(b) shows the distribution of the execution time of basic blocks in 

cycles with both IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach [3]. It is evident from Figure 5(b) that 

the distribution of WCET of basic blocks using IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approaches [3] are 

not the same. The reason for the difference is mainly due to reduction in size of interference regions in 

competing threads, when micro-architectural model employs IP algorithm. 

Following Intra-core L2 cache analysis [2], instructions in basic blocks are classified as always hit, 

always miss and not classified. Always hit instruction of L2 shared instruction cache are affected by the 

interferences from interacting threads that are running on other cores may lead to shared instruction cache 
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misses that give rise to higher execution time as shown in Figure 6. With IP algorithm, the interferences for 

an Always Hit instruction in shared L2 cache are from the corresponding competing processes running on 

other cores but for Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach interferences are from the entire address space of 

threads running on other cores. 

Figure 6(a) shows the basic blocks with different execution times using interference partition 

algorithm based and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approaches. Figure 6(b) shows the number of shared L2 

instruction cache hits for basic blocks in Figure 6(a), without considering interferences from the Interacting 

threads running on other cores. It is clear from Figure 6(a) that the execution time of basic blocks computed 

using IP algorithm is always less than or equal to the execution time of basic block computed using Hardy, 

Piquet and Puaut approach and difference in the execution time is mainly due to shared Instruction cache 

interferences. The basic block 43 encounters cumulative execution time of 440 clock cycles (CC) using 

Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach mainly due to shared cache misses following inter-thread shared cache 

analysis. This is mainly due to larger interference region. When IP algorithm is used, the execution time is 

140 CC because of less number of shared cache misses following inter-thread shared cache analysis due to 

reduced interference region.  

 

 

  
(a) 

  

  
(b) 

 

Figure 5. Execution time of each basic block; (a) using IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach 

and (b) distribution of execution time in cycles using IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 6. Basic blocks; (a) with different execution times and (b) number of L2 cache hits 
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Assume an instruction (I) that is mapped to the cache line (linex), the interferences for (I) are from 

the Instructions (I1, I2, I3, .. , In) in competing processes that are mapped to the same cache line (linex) . 

Assume that there are n interfering instructions from interacting threads that are mapped to the cache line 

(linex). Therefore, the age of instruction (I) in shared L2 instruction cache memory has to be increased by n. 

If the age of the Instruction (I) after shared instruction cache analysis is less than cache associativity of 

shared instruction cache, then the instruction is considered as cache hit in shared L2 cache memory. For 

example, as shown in Table 2, the age of the instruction 400558:lw $4,16($30) in L2 shared instruction cache 

is 0 and there are 3 interfering instructions from competing processes that are mapped to the same cache line 

(Line10). Then the age of instruction 400558:lw $4,16($30) following shared L2 instruction cache analysis is 

3 and access to the instruction remains cache hit in shared L2 cache memory. On the contrary, in Hardy, 

Piquet and Puaut approach, there are 5 interfering instructions from competing threads that map to the same 

cache line (Iine10). The age of instruction 400558:lw $4,16($30) following shared L2 instruction cache 

analysis is 5 and the access to the instruction encounters always miss in shared L2 cache. 

 

 

Table 2. Instructions from competing processes causing interferences for L2 cache hits 
Cache configuration Age Interferences from competing processes 

L1:256bytes with 2-way  

L2: 2Kb with 4-way  

L2 Cache Line Number 

 IP Algorithm Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach 

400558:lw $4,16($30) 

Line Number :10 

0 400340:sw $5,28($30) 

400558: lw $4,16($30) 

400740: addu $6,$0,$3 

400340:sw $5,28($30) 

400558: lw $4,16($30) 

400740: addu $6,$0,$3 

400940: addiu $2,$3,1 

400b40: addiu $3,$3,1 

400560:lw $3,20($30) 

Line Number :11 

0 400360: lw $4,28($30) 

400560: lw $3,20($30) 

400760: addu $6,$6,$2 

400360: lw $4,28($30) 

400560: lw $3,20($30) 

400760: addu $6,$6,$2 

400960: addu $29,$0,$30 

400b60: addu $29,$0,$30 

400580: sll $5,$6,0x2 

Line Number :12 

0 400380: lw $6,32($30) 

400580: sll $5,$6,0x2 

400780: addu $5,$5,$6 

400380: lw $6,32($30) 

400580: sll $5,$6,0x2 

400780: addu $5,$5,$6 

400980: addiu $29,$29,-16 

400b80: addiu $29,$29,-16 

4005a0: addu $4,$4,$5 

Line Number :13 

1 4003a0:lw $30,16($29) 

4005a0: addu $4,$4,$5 

4007a0: sll $7,$8,0x2 

4003a0: lw $30,16($29) 

4005a0: addu $4,$4,$5 

4007a0: sll $7,$8,0x2 

4009a0: sw $5,20($30) 

400ba0: addu $29,$0,$30 

4005c0: addiu $2,$3,1 

Line Number :14 

1 4005c0: addiu $2,$3,1 

4003c0: sw $30,0($29) 

4007c0: addu $7,$8,$9 

4005c0: addiu $2,$3,1 

4003c0: sw $30,0($29) 

4007c0: addu $7,$8,$9 

4009c0: bne $4,$0,4009d0 

 

 

Figure 7 shows the interferences for each basic block in the benchmark program. Figure 7(a) shows 

the average number of interferences for each shared L2 cache hit in the basic block of the multithreaded 

program. The Average number of interferences Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach is calculated as Total Number of 

InterferencesHardy, Piquet and Puaut approach / Total Number of instructions in the basic block. The Average number of 

interferencesIP Algorithm for a basic block is calculated as Total Number of InterferencesIP Algorithm/ Total Number 

of instructions in the basic block. It is evident from Figure 7(b) that the average number of interferences for a 

basic block is more in the case of Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach because of larger interference region. 

Interferences for any instruction in reference thread is mainly from the corresponding competing 

processes of interacting threads in the case of IP algorithm, the reason for reduction in number of 

interferences is that instead of the entire address space of each competing thread, only a smaller portion of 

the address space for each competing process in an interacting thread generates interferences to shared 

instruction cache. Interferences for any instruction in reference thread is mainly from the entire address space 

of each competing thread in the case of Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach, generating larager number of 

interferences. Figure 7(a) shows the number of Interferences for both the approaches and 7.b shows the 

average number of interferences in the case of both the approaches. 

For any Always Hit instruction in shared L2 instruction cache, if the sum of number of interferences 

from the interacting core instructions and age of the instruction is greater or equal to associativity of shared 

L2 instruction cache, then the instruction become Always Miss after inter core shared instruction cache 
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analysis and the same for the benchmark program is shown in Figure 8. It is evident from Figure 8(a), 

number of shared L2 cache misses of Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach is always greater than or equal to the 

number of shared L2 cache misses of IP algorithm. The miss Penalty associated with each cache miss for 

accessing next level cache increases the execution time of each basic block of the multithreaded program. 

Figure 8(b) shows the number of shared L2 instruction cache hits after intercore shared cache analysis. 

Figure 9 shows the worst case execution time of the multithreaded program for IP algorithm and 

Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approaches. The WCET of a multi-threaded program using IP algorithm is always 

less than or equal to that using Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach as shown in Figure 9(a). The difference in 

WCET is mainly due to the relative number of interferences and evictions of instructions from shared 

instruction cache and the resulting miss penalties. Figure 9(b) shows the simulated WCET computed using 

simple scalar cycle accurate simulator [24]. It is clear from Figure 9(b) that estimated WCET using IP 

algorithm is always safe and tight [25]. The precision improvement in WCET is calculated as WCET Hardy, 

Piquet and Puaut approach – WCETIP Algorithm/ WCET Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach. The precision improvement in WCET 

ranges from 20% -30% for benchmarks having nested loop structure. The main difference in the worst-case 

execution time of both the approaches is mainly due to shared cache hits for instructions accessed multiple 

times. The main computation in this SPMD benchmark consists of matrix operations through a nested loop 

structure. For example, siumaltion of execution of Basic block 19 encounters five shared cache hits (without 

considering interferences from other cores) and following shared cache analysis in Hardy, Piquet and Puaut 

approach, all the shared cache hits become misses. Therefore, miss penalty for shared cache misses is added 

to latency and cumulative worst case latency of instructions in basic block 19 becomes 198 Clock Cycles. In 

case of IP algorithm, only two shared cache hits become misses, therefore execution cumulative worst case 

latency of instructions in basic block 19 becomes 108 CC. Since the execution count of basic block 19 is 400 

(inside nested loop structure), the reduction of worst case latency by 90 clock cycles causes a huge impact on 

WCET.  

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

 

Figure 7. Total interferences; (a) both approaches and (b) average number of interferences 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 

Figure 8. Cache parameters; (a) number of shared L2 cache misses and (b) number of L2 cache hits 
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It is also clear that temporal locality [26] plays a major role in reducing WCET of IP algorithm. The 

effect of other cache parameters such as block size, number of cache lines and associativity on both IP 

algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach is the same. Based on the above analysis, it is evident that 

the reduction in WCET of a thread is mainly due to reduction in latency in accessing instructions due to 

interference partition algorithm. As a consequence, there is considerable reduction in WCET of basic blocks, 

reduction in WCET of process (sub-graph), and reduction in WCET of thread. The impact of architectural 

parameters such as number of interferences, number of shared L2 instruction cache misses and number of 

shared L2 cache hits on parallel processes is shown in Table 3 for both IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and 

Puaut approach. Total number of interferences for any sub-graph in Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach is 

always greater than or equal to total number of interferences for any corresponding parallel process in IP 

algorithm. This is mainly due to reduction in interference region. Similarly, the total number of shared 

instruction cache misses for any sub-graphi in Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach is greater than or equal to 

the total number of misses for any corresponding parallel processi in IP algorithm.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 9. WCET of benchmarks; (a) estimated WCET for both approaches and (b) simulated and estimated 

WCET 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of IP algorithm and Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach 
Total L2 Hits – 155 IP algorithm Hardy, Piquet and Puaut approach 

 Thread 

0 

Parallel 

process 1 

Parallel 

Process 2 

Thread 

0 

Parallel 

process 1 

Parallel 

Process 2 

Total Number of Interferences 428 368 60 758 619 139 

Number of Shared L2 Instruction 

Cache Misses 

45 44 1 155 128 27 

Number of Shared L2 Instruction 

Cache Hits 

110 82 28 0 0 0 
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As L1 cache size increases, capacity and conflict misses of L1 cache decrease leading to reduction 

in the number of L2 cache accesses which results in improvement of precision in WCET estimate. Table 4 

shows the same for various L1 cache sizes. The impact of IP algorithm is tested on various L1 cache sizes 

and various cache parameters and all the experimental results show that precision improvement in WCET 

ranges from 20%-30% for benchmarks. When L1 cache size increases, more memory blocks are placed in L1 

cache therefore interferences has no role for those blocks. The number of shared instruction cache 

interferences encountered by a parallel process from competing processes is proportional to the size of each 

competing process. If the size of competing processes for a parallel process P is large then there will be more 

interferences from the corresponding competing process results in less WCET precision improvement, 

similarly, if the size of competing processes for a parallel process P is small then there will be very less 

interferences from the corresponding competing process results in higher precision improvement as shown in 

Table 5.  

 

 

Table 4. L2 cache access count for different cache organizations 
 L1 Cache Size 

Cache Parameters 256 bytes 512 bytes 1 Kb 

L2 Hit Count 155 38 1 

L2 Miss Count 81 81 81 

L2 Not Classified Count 61 65 49 

L2 Access Count 297 184 131 

 

 

Table 5. WCET precision improvement for benchmark programs 
Benchmark Parallel process size Competing process size WCET (precision improvement %) 

SPMD 76312 76568 12.58% 

69632 34800 30.20% 

21420 2108 42.88% 

MPMD 15662 25234 16.8718% 

3578 381 24.66% 

8929 2904 40.0511% 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Worst case execution time analysis (WCET) of multithreaded programs is an important problem 

with the advent of multi-core architectures. Our work has addressed the need to investigate at a microscopic 

level of simulation measurements that have an impact on precise modelling of shared architectural units such 

as shared instruction cache with competing concurrent computations. Micro-architectural modelling 

component of WCET analyzer is made more precise for modelling shared instruction cache by reducing the 

set of shared instruction cache interferences based on an analysis of the multithreaded program. The analysis 

based on interference partitioning (IP) algorithm computes a more precise set of interferences from the 

competing threads. However, a study of impact of competing threads on shared instruction cache in WCET 

analysis of multi-threaded programs at different levels of granularity has not been addressed before. The 

different levels of granularity considered in this paper are at a basic block level and CSP process in a thread. 

The contributions and main observations of the work in the paper are Interpretation of the results of applying 

WCET analysis of a multithreaded program from WCET estimate of a thread to WCET estimate of each CSP 

process in the thread to WCET estimate of each basic block in the process. For the above purpose, rules of 

transforming a multithreaded program, to an equivalent Hoare’s CSP program based on happens before 

relation between inter-thread synchronization calls to send() and receive(), are specified and implemented. 

For the SPMD style multithreaded programs chosen as benchmark programs, let T be a thread for which 

WCET is being estimated. Consider a process P in T. The WCET estimate of P can be made significantly 

more precise by statically determining a reduced and more accurate subset of potential shared instruction 

cache interferences from competing threads, that is a better approximation to the actual run-time 

interferences. It is always the case that the set of shared instruction cache interferences from competing 

processes (P) using IP algorithm is only a small subset of the set of shared instruction cache interferences 

from competing threads (P) using existing approaches. In such a case, the precision improvement in the 

WCET estimate of a process P in a thread T is significant. A thread is a composition of CSP processes, 

hence, WCET estimate of each thread is improved in terms of precision and being closer to the actual WCET. 

If the set of shared instruction cache interferences from competing processes (P) is a large subset of the set of 

shared instruction cache interferences from competing threads (P), then the reduction in the WCET estimate 

of process P in a thread may not be significant. Such a case arises when inter-thread synchronization in a 

multi-threaded program is only sparingly based on calls equivalent to wait() and notify(). In such a class of 
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multi-threaded programs, it is more likely that entire code regions in threads are parallel to each other 

generating large sets of interferences. Significant improvements in precision of WCET estimates are 

observed empirically on a class of programs, whether multiple program multiple data stream (MPMD), or 

single program multiple data stream (SPMD) or other types of parallel programs such as fork/join, that 

contain several inter-thread communication calls equivalent to wait() and notify(), thereby causing a number 

of concurrent partitions which leads to small sets of interferences. WCET estimate of a basic block using the 

approach based on interference partitioning algorithm reduces significantly from 20%-30%. As a part of 

future work, WCET analysis of shared data cache will be considered. 
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